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Priming Resistance to Persuasion decreases adherence to Conspiracy Theories*

Eric Bonettoa, Jaïs Troïana, Florent Vareta,b, Grégory Lo Monacoa and Fabien Girandolaa

ABSTRACT
Research in the field of Resistance to Persuasion (RP) has demonstrated that inoculating individuals with counter arguments is effective for lowering their levels of adherence to conspiracist beliefs (CB). Yet, this strategy is limited because it requires specific arguments tailored against targeted conspiracist narratives. Therefore, we investigated whether priming Resistance to Persuasion would reduce individual adherence to CB among undergraduate student samples. A first study (N = 81) demonstrated that participants primed by filling a RP scale had lower CB scores than control participants. This effect was directly replicated twice (N = 205 and N = 265) and confirmed by a mini meta-analysis (N = 519; d = .20). Practical and theoretical implications are then discussed.

Introduction

Conspiracist Beliefs (CB) are unverified and implausible allegations of conspiracy, according to which a preternatural sinister or a powerful group of people pull the strings of significant events (Aaronovitch & Langton, 2010; Brotherton, French, & Pickering, 2013). Different surveys using representative European and US samples revealed that a non-negligible proportion of interviewees display some strong or milder form of adherence to CB (e.g., Oliver & Wood, 2014). In France for instance, around 22% of a surveyed sample (N = 2054) fully agreed with the statement that ‘the government does not really govern and that we do not know who really pulls the strings’ (Gyárfášová, Krekó, Mesežnikov, Molnár, & Morris, 2013). Current social-psychological investigation of CB provides converging evidence for their role as threat regulating beliefs that satisfy individuals’ epistemic and control needs (e.g., Graeupner & Coman, 2017; Whitson & Galinsky, 2008). Corroborating this motivated cognition account of CB’s function (Jost, Nosek, & Gosling, 2008; Kunda, 1990), other studies have repeatedly found correlations between CB adherence and information-processing trait variables (e.g., Leman & Cinnirella, 2013), and recent studies showed that CB stem from

Far from being innocuous distorted beliefs about the social world and its organization, CB can have tremendous influence on individual behavior. For instance, Jolley and Douglas (2014a) demonstrated that exposure to beliefs of the CB kind reduced voting intentions because of increased feelings of political powerlessness. As these authors showed in another study (Jolley & Douglas, 2014a; Study 2), exposure to CB was able to significantly decrease participants’ intentions to reduce their carbon footprint through the same elicited feelings of powerlessness. CB’s negative consequences were also observed in a wide range of domains, such as health behaviors (Jolley & Douglas, 2014b) or acceptance of scientific knowledge (Lewandowsky, Gignac, & Oberauer, 2013). Consequently, the recent surge in online ‘fake news’ (Mustafaraj & Metaxas, 2017) has caught the public’s interest and stimulated the search for factors that could potentially decrease individual adherence to CB.

So far, among the various approaches to CB adherence deterrence, some have been based on McGuire’s (1961) work upon Resistance to Persuasion (RP) through inoculation (Banas & Miller, 2013; Jolley & Douglas, 2014b, Study 2; Jolley & Douglas, 2017). Shortly, Inoculation Theory (Papageorgis & McGuire, 1961) proposes that individuals can be literally inoculated against persuasive attempts (i.e. counter-attitudinal messages) in the same way organisms can be immunized against viral diseases. To achieve the desired effect, a successful inoculation must comprise two key elements: a threat and refutational material. The threat should trigger individuals’ motivation to engage in counter-argumentation with the help of the refutational material contained in the inoculation message (Compton & Pfau, 2005; Pfau et al., 1997). The effectiveness of Inoculation Theory-based interventions was corroborated by a meta-analysis of 41 studies (Banas & Rains, 2010), and successfully applied to prevent adherence to CB. In one study by Jolley and Douglas (2014b, Study 2), participants presented with pro-vaccine arguments were prevented from having decreased intentions to vaccinate as participants exposed to conspiracist anti-vaccine arguments. This work was recently replicated and showed that exposing participants to anti-conspiracy arguments increased their intentions to vaccinate a fictional child (Jolley & Douglas, 2017). This effect only occurred when inoculation was done before exposure to pro-conspiracy arguments about vaccines. Similarly, Banas and Miller (2013) found successful inoculation effects after exposure to a 40 min long message (taken from a conspiracist documentary film), even when participants were warned that inoculation was an attempt to influence their rate of attitude change.

As these results demonstrate, it is possible and effective to implement individual resistance to conspiracist persuasion through inoculation. However, one main limitation of doing so is that it requires specific counter arguments tailored against specific CB, which can constitute a real barrier in terms of real-world interventions. Ideally, applied researchers would look for ‘broad’ factors that could be easily implemented in messages targeting a wide audience. Fortunately, as Inoculation Theory specifies, refutational content is just one of two components of the intervention, the other being a motivation to engage in counter-argumentation. One could therefore wonder if simply eliciting meta-cognitions about RP (Briñol, Rucker, Tormala, & Petty, 2004; Jost, Kruglanski, & Nelson, 1998) would also lead to a reduction in adherence to a wide range of CB, without having the problem of defining specific arguments for each different conspiracist content.
Thus, the present contribution aims to test whether merely priming RP (Knowles & Linn, 2004) would be sufficient to render individuals less likely to adhere to conspiracist narratives without providing them with any counter-arguments. To do so, we decided to use Uhlmann and Cohen’s (2007) paradigm. These authors investigated the effects of an ‘objectivity prime’ on activation of gender-stereotypical thoughts. The task they designed was straightforward: subjects in the priming condition first had to fill a 4-item scale (e.g., ‘My decision-making is rational and objective’), which rendered the concept of objectivity cognitively accessible to them. Their priming method was replicated (Lindner, Graser, & Nosek, 2014) indicating that it should be rather reliable. Inspired by Uhlman and Cohen’s method, we wanted to prime Resistance to Persuasion (RP) by making subjects fill the Resistance to Persuasion scale (Briñol et al., 2004), which consists in a series of statements regarding one’s beliefs about one’s susceptibility to persuasion (e.g. ‘I usually do not change what I think after a discussion’). We hypothesized that participants primed with RP would be less likely to adhere to conspiracist narratives and therefore should display lower scores of conspiracist ideation on a standardized scale. We decided to put this hypothesis to the test across three studies (one for first evidence, two direct replications) and to meta-analyze them (see Goh, Hall, & Rosenthal, 2016). This would be done to firmly establish the presence of a replicable effect and gain precise estimates of its size before trying to explore potential candidates for mediation and moderation (see Simons, 2014).

All three studies were conducted in accordance with the 1964 Helsinki declaration (WMO, 1964) and its later amendments, the ethical principles of the French Code of Ethics for Psychologists (CNCDP, 2012), and the 2016 APA Ethical Principles of Psychologists and Code of Conduct (APA, 2017).

Study 1

Method

Design and participants. This study was based on a 2 (Priming: RP vs. Control) single-factor between-subjects design. To operationalize RP priming, we used a modified version of Uhlmann and Cohen’s (2007) paradigm. Half of participants were primed by making them fill the Resistance to Persuasion scale (Briñol et al., 2004). Because the original scale was in English, we validated a French version (using backwards translation by a native speaker) among a sample of the general population (online, N = 766). Both exploratory (explained 46.2% of total variance, KMO = .84; Bartlett’s test of sphericity: $\chi^2 = 2194.77, p < .001$) and confirmatory analyses (CMIN = 244.88; CMIN/DF = 4.6; GFI = .95; RMSEA = .07; SRMR = .06; CFI = .91; NFI = .89; IFI = .91) revealed that an optimal, two-dimension, 12-item solution which was retained (see Bentler, 1992; Hu & Bentler, 1995; Jöreskog and Sörbom, 2002). The other half of participants was invited to fill 12 items of the Positive and Negative Affect Scale (PANAS; Crawford & Henry, 2004) as a neutral control (see Rosenblatt, Greenberg, Solomon, Pyszczynski, & Lyon, 1989). This was done to rule out filling up any measure as an alternative explanation for the priming effect. Indeed, Uhlmann & Cohen’s original protocol did not address this issue, instead, participants in the control condition filled the prime after the dependent variable.

Power analyses were conducted to determine sample size by using Uhlmann and Cohen’s original effect size ($d = .76$; Study 1). For performing a two-tailed independent $t$-test with
80% power, at least 29 participants per conditions were needed \( (N = 58) \). Guaranteeing optimal power, our sample consisted of 81 undergraduate students (2.5% male; \( M_{\text{age}} = 18.79 \), \( SD = 1.22 \)), randomly assigned to one of the two conditions.

**Material and procedure.** Due to the exploratory nature of the prime, we decided to use a laboratory setting. A computerized questionnaire was thus proposed to undergraduate psychology students whom came to the laboratory in exchange for course credits. As a cover story, participants were told that a study was being conducted on the link between personality and societal beliefs. After filling up the RP scale or the PANAS, participants were asked to fill the Generic Conspiracist Beliefs scale (GCBS; Brotherton, French, & Pickering, 2013). The GCBS consists in a series of 15 statements about various conspiracies (e.g., ‘Certain significant events have been the result of the activity of a small group who secretly manipulate world events’). Participants were instructed to rate their agreement for each statement on 5-point Likert scales ranging from 1 (not true at all) to 5 (very true). This widely used scale was chosen because it allows for tapping into global ‘conspiracist ideation’ (Lantian, Muller, Nurra, & Douglas, 2016).

**Results**

**Randomization check.** Group sizes were almost equal \( (N = 41 \text{ in the priming condition, } 49.4\% \text{ of participants}), \chi^2(1) = .01, p = .91, \text{ and male subjects were only 2, each being allocated to a different condition. No problematic age difference } t(79) = −.29, p = .77 \text{ was observed between our two conditions.}

**Conspiracist Beliefs.** Since Swami et al. (2017) recommend assessing the GCBS properties each time a global score is to be used, exploratory factor analyses were conducted (Maximum Likelihood, Promax rotation, Costello & Osborne, 2005). It yielded an adequate, 4-dimension solution (\( KMO = .84 \); Bartlett’s \( \chi^2(105) = 542.80, p < .001; 56.56\% \text{ of total explained variance} \). Reliability of the scale was deemed satisfying (Cronbach’s \( \alpha = .89 \)) and we proceeded to score computation. An independent sample \( t \)-test revealed a moderate main effect of RP priming upon adherence to CB. As expected, participants in the RP priming condition displayed lower adherence to CB, \( M = 1.87, SD = .73 \), than participants in the control condition \( M = 2.28, SD = .73 \), \( t(79) = 2.57, p = .012, d = .57 \), with a \( M_{\text{diff}} = .42, 95\% \text{ CI } [.09,.74] \). Therefore, our hypothesis cannot be rejected.

**Discussion**

As predicted, RP priming significantly decreased participants’ adherence to CB. However, because this novel effect was obtained on a small sample, strict replication studies with larger sample sizes were needed to assess its robustness, ensure it was not a false positive and better estimate the population effect size (which might be smaller than the obtained \( d = .57 \)). For those reasons, we proceeded to a second, online study.

**Study 2**

Further research was needed to ensure that the effects of RP priming were not due to (a) random variations (b) flaws in the laboratory procedure (c) specific characteristics of our local university sample. We thus decided to carry out an online study on a larger sample
of French undergraduates from different parts of the country. We hypothesized that RP priming would lead to a decrease in participants’ adherence to CB, with a mean difference comprised within the 95% CI [.09,.74] boundaries from study 1.

**Method**

*Design and Participants.* This second study used the same computerized questionnaire as study 1. This time, power analyses were conducted by using Study 1’s effect size ($d = .57$). For conducting a two-tailed independent $t$-test with 80% power, at least 50 subjects per conditions were needed (i.e., a total of 100). Because more and more individuals answer online surveys as they are accessible on social networks groups, we decided to regularly check our sample size and stop data collection once conditions reached at least 100 participants each (ensuring enough power). Our sample consisted of 205 undergraduate students (15.1% male; $M_{age} = 21.51$, $SD = 4.57$), randomly assigned to one of the two experimental conditions according to their date of birth. Their participation to the study was completely voluntary and they were offered neither money nor credit course in exchange.

*Material and Procedure.* The online computerized questionnaire was distributed among general French students’ (from fields in the arts and social science) social network groups (i.e., Facebook) and was introduced as a study about the ‘relationship between personality and opinions societal issues’. RP priming was induced following the same methodology as in Study 1. Participants then had to fill the GCBS scale and give information about their age and gender.

**Results**

*Randomization check.* There was no consequent between-group differences in terms of size ($N_{prime} = 94$; $N_{control} = 111$), $\chi^2(1) = 1.41$, $p = .24$, age, $t(203) = 1.28$, $p = .20$, or gender, $\chi^2(1) = 1.19$, $p = .28$.

*Conspiracist Beliefs.* The GCBS demonstrated an adequate 3-dimension structure (Maximum Likelihood, Promax rotation; $KMO = .88$; Bartlett’s $\chi^2(105) = 1491.42$, $p < .001$; 52.89% of total explained variance). Cronbach’s $\alpha$ for GCBS was again of .89, allowing for score computation. We conducted an independent sample $t$-test, which showed a main effect of our prime upon adherence to CB. As predicted, participants in the RP priming condition declared less adherence to CB, $M = 2.74$, $SD = .78$, than control participants, $M = 2.97$, $SD = .73$, $t(203) = 2.20$, $p = .029$, $d = .31$, with a $M_{diff} = .23$, 95% CI [.02,.44]. The mean difference fell within the boundaries of Study 1’s mean difference 95% CI [.09,.74], though almost twice smaller. Once again, our hypothesis cannot be rejected.

**Discussion**

This second study allowed us to confirm the existence of an RP priming effect upon adherence to CB. Nevertheless, because the effect was twice smaller than that of Study 1, another sufficiently powered study was be conducted to further corroborate the presence of this effect, along with finer estimates of the effect size.
Study 3

A final online study on another sample of French undergraduates was carried out. Again, we hypothesized that RP priming would lead to a decrease in participants' adherence to CB, with a mean difference comprised within the 95% CI [.02,.44] boundaries from Study 2.

Method

Design and participants. This study was based on the same design as Study 2. Power analyses were conducted by using Study 2’s effect size (d = .31). Because we had solid prior evidence to back up our directional hypothesis we set the parameters for a one-tailed independent t-test with 80% power, at least 130 subjects per conditions were needed (i.e., a total of 260). Data collection stopping rules were the same than in Study 2 except that we aimed to stop once the N = 260 cutoff was reached. Our sample is made of 265 undergraduate students (22.3% male; M_age = 20.27, SD = 1.83), randomly assigned to one of the two experimental conditions according to their date of birth. Participation was voluntary, no compensation was offered, just like in Study 2.

Material and procedure. An online questionnaire was disseminated among general French students’ (from fields in the arts and social sciences, though different ones to avoid recruiting participants from Study 2) social network groups, following the same methodology as described in Study 2.

Results

Randomization check. There was no remarkable between group differences in terms of size (N_prime = 128; N_control = 137), χ²(1) = .31, p = .58, age, t(263) = 1.56, p = .12, or gender, χ²(1) = 1.07, p = .30.

Conspiracist Beliefs. Again, the GCBS showed an adequate 3-dimension structure (Maximum Likelihood, Promax rotation; KMO = .88; Bartlett's χ²(105) = 1671.10, p < .001; 49.86% of total explained variance). Reliability of the GCBS was adequate, α = .88, enabling score computation. An independent sample t-test showed the expected main effect of RP priming upon adherence to CB. Once again, participants in the priming condition had lower levels of adherence to CB, M = 2.49, SD = .75, than control participants, M = 2.76, SD = .72, t(263) = 2.92, p = .004, with a M_diff = .26, 95% CI [.09,.44], well within Study 2’s mean difference boundaries 95% CI [.02,.44]. The effect was replicated in the predicted direction and was of equivalent magnitude than in study 2 (d = .36).

Discussion

This last study allowed us to confirm the theoretically predicted effect of RP priming upon individuals’ adherence to CB. We had sufficient power to detect the effect and its size seemed to have stabilized around d = .30. We therefore decided to meta-analyze our three studies to gain finer-grained estimates of the population effect size on a large sample.
To meta-analyze our results (Goh et al., 2016), we aggregated databases from study 1, 2 and 3 (see figure 1). It yielded a \( N = 519 \) sample (\( M_{\text{age}} = 22.7, SD = 8.3, 18.2\% \) male). A mixed model was then computed with studies as a random factor, RP priming as a fixed effect and adherence to CB as the dependent variable, according to the following equation: 

\[
\text{cb} \sim 1 + (1 | \text{study}) + \text{prime}.
\]

The model (AIC = 1202.43, \( r^2_{\text{conditional}} = .21 \)) confirmed the effect of RP priming upon adherence to CB, \( F(1, 515) = 7.97; p = .005 \), despite considerable variations in CB levels across studies (\( r^2_{\text{intercept}} = .20 \)). However, the effect size was a bit smaller than the previously obtained one with an intercept \( b = -.10, 95\% \) IC \([- .16; -.03] \) and a \( r^2_{\text{marginal}} = .01 \) or \( d = .20 \). Therefore, RP priming was found to have a small but robust effect upon adherence to CB.

### General discussion

These three studies provided converging evidence for the existence of an effect of RP priming upon adherence to CB (for a discussion about the benefits of firmly establishing main effects through direct replication before proceeding to further investigation, see Simons, 2014). Taken together, these replicated results demonstrate how a minimal manipulation for priming RP can negatively impact agreement with conspiracist narratives, even in the absence of specific counter-arguments.

It must be noted that our investigation was not only theoretically motivated. Many studies demonstrate that contextual triggers, such as threats, can increase adherence to CB (Graeupner & Coman, 2017). While these discoveries have precious value for further exploring the social-cognitive underpinnings of CB adherence, they are less suited for practical interventions. On the contrary, deepening our understanding of RP priming could yield straightforward implications and provide novel directions for interventions aimed at reducing individuals’ adherence to CB. As we have seen, some interventions are, for obvious reasons, focused on providing individuals with valid information for inoculating them with...
rational counter arguments prior to conspiracy theories exposure (Jolley & Douglas, 2014b). The main idea behind these kinds of actions is that poor logic and inaccurate knowledge (or perceptions) are at the core of one's adherence to irrational beliefs such as CB. If faulty reasoning can constitute a fertile ground for CB and can be considered as a ‘risk factor’, our studies demonstrated that meta-cognitive elements can play an important role in triggering CB. Thus, our technique could be tested in field research for investigating its effects upon online information processing. For instance, asking individuals to fill some of the RP scale’s items before accessing content of the conspiracist or ‘fake news’ type could lead to lower levels of individuals’ adherence to those contents. Since this technique is a non-intrusive and easily concealable way of priming RP, its efficiency for increasing the effectiveness of interventions aimed at fighting CB (by promoting critical thinking, or aiming at increasing pupils’ value complexity for instance, see Liht & Savage, 2013) could be assessed in the future. For instance, RP based interventions could range from teaching pupils a special class on critical thinking (i.e., promoting RP as a meta-cognitive style) to exposing students to RP priming material (i.e., a text or even the RP scale) one or several times. Measures could be varied in form (e.g., adherence to a ‘fake’ conspiracy theory created by the experimenters) and in time delay (e.g., one week after intervention). In fact, because this series of studies was designed to provide a ‘proof of concept’, we think that future research should be conducted to transpose RP priming to real-life contexts and assess the dynamics of its effects upon CB (e.g., how long would the effect last?).

Although the present line of research allowed to highlight interesting effects, it contained some limitations that should constrain our inferences. First, we should be careful when trying to generalize these results beyond the WEIRD populations used in these samples (Henrich, Heine, & Norenzayan, 2010), that also comprised mostly female individuals. Though there is no theoretical rationale for expecting gender differences in priming effects upon adherence to narratives such as CB, our protocols were not tailored to firmly rule out this possibility. Putting aside issues of generalizability, we should also be careful until conceptual replications of this effect are provided. Accordingly, further research should be carried out using different kinds of primes (scrambled words, video footage, press articles or even subliminal exposure related to RP) and other dependent variables (such as pattern detection in random noise or scenarios that tap into ‘everyday life’ conspiracist ideation, see Kay, Whitson, Gaucher, & Galinsky, 2009; Landau et al., 2015), to gain a more accurate depiction of the processes underlying RP priming.

We think conceptual replications would also allow for removing potential biases inherent to the present experimental design. For instance, because of the close temporal proximity between our RP prime scale and the CB measure (which can be palliated through delayed measurement and distractor tasks between the prime and the dependent variable), it could be argued that the observed decrease might be due to social desirability or experimenter demands. That is, our effect could be the result of participant reactance because they are presented with a CB measure just after filling up items about their willingness to consider alternative viewpoints (leading to suspicion on their behalf). If true, this would nonetheless imply that anti-CB interventions based on social norms salience could be expected to yield small-to-medium replicable decreases in (at least) publicly declared adherence to CB (potentially impeding their diffusion through online-offline communications) if not adherence to them. Thus, this limitation in our design calls for further research assessing
alternative hypotheses linked with social influence processes (e.g., conformity) that could yield interesting practical and theoretical outcomes.

Finally, subsequent studies should be carried out to assess RP priming effects in the context of conspiracist attitude-change following ‘ecological’ exposure to conspiracist persuasive attempts (such as Banas & Miller’s, 2013 40 min long video footage), and using measures of specific CB. It is possible that RP priming might be ineffective against CB that are very important to one’s belief system/identity and that one maybe strongly motivated to defend. Having discussed the methodological boundaries of our RP priming effect, we can now examine theoretical perspectives regarding its nature.

First, in the absence of mediational investigation of the processes that lead to decreased adherence to CB after RP priming, no firm conclusion can be made regarding what this prime actually triggers. In fact, one could think of several ways RP priming could affect CB adherence. When taking a closer look at the scale, one cannot help notice the similarity between the RP scale items (i.e., ‘I find my opinions to be changeable’, ‘It is hard for me to change my ideas’, see Knowles & Linn, 2004, p;90) and the concept of Open-Minded Cognition (Price, Ottati, Wilson, & Kim, 2015), which is defined as a willingness to consider ideas and opinions that are different and sometimes contradict individuals’ own views. Because Open-Minded Cognition is part of a broader ‘analytical reasoning’ style it has been found to be associated with lower levels of conspiracist ideation (Swami, Voracek, Stieger, Tran, & Furnham, 2014). Though these results are isolated and though the link between Open-Minded Cognition and decreased information-processing biases is unclear (see Brandt, Chambers, Crawford, Wetherell, & Reyna, 2015), one cannot firmly exclude a possible mediation of RP priming effects on CB through an increased Open-Minded cognitive style.

Second, our studies rest on a meta-cognitive assumption (Jost et al., 1998) according to which priming individuals with the concept of RP will increase their motivation to resist persuasion because it leads them to think about their own information processing style. But what if RP priming did not simply render the concept of resisting persuasion accessible and, instead, made individuals feel more confident about their own ability to resist (Jacks & O’Brien, 2004)? This increased confidence could impact their sensation of being in control which would explain a reduced need to appeal to narratives of the CB kind. Again, these possibilities point at the need to further investigate the motivational mechanisms at play behind RP priming (e.g., changes in rational-epistemic motivation; Ståhl & van Prooijen, 2018).

Furthermore, as we have seen, the meta-analyzed effect of our RP manipulation upon adherence to CB was robust but of small size (d = .20). Though a small size says nothing about the meaningfulness of RP priming effects because the manipulation was truly minimal, it indicates that potent moderators (such as individual difference variables) could be used to specify their range and boundary conditions. As can be deduced from figure 1, our undergraduate samples displayed low-to-moderate levels of adherence to CB, potentially leading to a ‘floor’ effect. In line with this observation, we argue that RP priming might behave differently in samples displaying higher levels of adherence to CB, that is, prior adherence to CB (at the individual or population level) could constitute an important moderator. Other examples of such moderators are traits and constructs already known for their positive links with CB such as the Need for Closure (Leman & Cinnirella, 2013; Webster & Kruglanski, 1994), Need for Order (Abalakina-Paap, Stephan, Craig, & Gregory, 1999; Swami, 2012), or even the preference for Manichean narratives, (i.e., simplified teleological accounts of complex random events; Oliver & Wood, 2014). In a similar fashion, variables
that are already known to moderate priming effects could provide interesting theoretical insights (e.g., Preference for Consistency, Cialdini, Trost, & Newsom, 1995). In conclusion, this set of studies opens new research avenues on the link between RP and conspiracist narratives, for both fundamental and applied purposes. Moreover, our results constitute first evidence for the potential usefulness of tapping into core meta-cognitive constructs (Jost et al., 1998) such as RP when trying to promote vigilance against CB among the public. Future lines of investigation will broaden our understanding of its inner workings, hopefully to provide ever more efficient ways of deterring CB through social-psychological interventions.
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